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Contrary to current thinking, a iight vibrato was the order of
the day for 18th-century nnusicions, asserts Beverly Jerold
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in fhe 18tn-centufv
sot ve'v close to picyets:

often on eor-spiitling
experience os
confetnpofQtv accounts
reveol thoi musicions

ployed extiemety loudly

A strong violinist himself who

play with a minimum of vibrato
and consequently with a light,
delicate bow stroke, which yields
a tone that might be described as
thin and lacking in colour. But early

every reputable orchestra, Reichardt
implies that these nerve-rattling bow
strokes were the rule in symphoruc
playing. His article also stresses

the first quarter of the 20lh century,
when its continuous use gradually
became the norm... During the
Baroque era, vibrato was used
sparingly, foremphasis on long,
accentuated notes in pieceswith

writers, such as Johann Friedrich

that Handel's orchestral music

an affect or character to which it

Reichardt, Kapellmeister at the

needs to be played with 'powerful

Berlin court, tell a different story.
As reported in Berlin's 1791

tone from all the instruments'.

was suited. Being regarded as an
ornament, in principle it was used

Musikalisches Wochenblatt, he

delicate playing? It seems to be

Less common ornaments such

had attended a 1785 programme
given by the Concert of Ancient

an inference drawn from our belief

as vibrato or glissando were in

that vibrato was an ornament

theory used only by soloists...

Music, comprising London's

restricted to soloists and used

Continuous vibrato is a

best musicians, and found that

sparingly. Because a stringed
instrument played loudly without

20th-centur)'phenomenon.'

Today's specialists In early music

a buffer zone had been left

had travelled far and wide to hear

What then is the basis for our

between the orchestra and the

vibrato is displeasing, we play with

high-society audience:

subdued volume. But this is at odds

i very much like having the
instruments at a distance, for

when they are close, particularly
the string instruments whose every
separate, strong stroke is always
a powerful shock, it makes an

with reports about 18th-century
orchestral playing, so perhaps
the early sources have been
misinterpreted. The present
position may be summarised by
The New Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians (2001, Vibrato):

extremely adverse, and often

painful and long-lasting
impression on my nerves.'

'[Vibrnto] seem.salways to have
been accepted as an ornament until

on single notes likeany other...

In early texts, vibrato can range
from barely perceptible to one
employing such distant microtones
as to sound out of tune. Because

our ears have been fine tuned by
exposure to world-class artists, no
musician today would use the
latter. Before recording technology,
however, musicians with good ears
were much more exceptional. The
type of vibrato called an 'ornament',
which often veered into poor
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intonation, was rightly restricted by
18th-century writers. Very different,

showingitsslow, accelerating and
rapid forms: a is represented by a

shown in figure 1 (see p.49).Not

however, was the matter of how to

larger

that it depictsa violinistholding

obtain good tone quality on an
instrument. Here, the singing voice
was the role model and a light

character anda i* bya smaller one.

vibrato the means for achieving it.
In reading early texts, we need^o
determine whether the subject

character,creating a relatively

the instrument in a way that limits
technique - that is, unsupported,
so that 'the bowing is more up and

slow, measured vibrato.

down than horizontal'. This

Example 2 (seep.46) shows
two different types of tremolo as

position, of course, makes frequent
vibrato difficult. Figure 2, however,
shows Mozart's favoured position,
in which the violin is placed under
the chin; it remains firmly in place,

The hand is moved once for each

under discussion is a vibrato

performed. Here, says Mozart, the

intended to imitate the singer's

rhythmicstressin no.l alwaysfalls

natural vibrato or a more intense,

on the notes marked '2', while
in no.2, the stress falls on the notes

artificial undulation, of the type
called an 'ornament'. All singing
voices vibrate and early sources
never suggest repressing this sound

until later in the book do we learn

he says,during the strongestmove

marked '1'. This tremolo has

ments of the hand when moving

rhythmically accented pulsations,
unlike standard finger vibrato,
where no pulsations are evident.
Observing that some players

up and down. Histextimplies that
manyviolinists werestillholding

Leopold Mozart's two

tremble on everynoteas if theyhad

far lower than ours is today.

different forms of vibrato

the palsy, he limits it to final notes
and passages like example 2.
In practice this tremolo seems to
have tended toward exaggeration.

from light vibrato in being stronger,
using more distant microtones to

unless it is an out-of-tune wobble.

Attention today has focused on
the artificial tremolo that Leopold
Mozart's 1756 Versuch einer

grilndlichen Violmschule warns
against using too frequently. But
he presents a very different form
of vibrato earlier in his book:

produce the pitch instabilityand
also being measured and slower.

teorico-pratici di miisica deplores

Because of its potential intonation

its out-of-tune 'vacillating
intonation', a characterisation

soloists - were advised against it.

OFTEN PAINFUL, IMPRESSION ON MY NERVES'
a small, slow movement, which,

however, must not go toward the
side, but forward and backward.

That is, the finger should bend
forwards towards the bridge and
backwards towards the violin's

scroll, quite slowly for soft tones,
but somewhat faster for loud ones.'

problems, ripienists - not leaders or
On the other hand, standard light
vibrato, which only imitates the
warmth of the singing voice, had
no such restriction.

that cannot be applied to standard
string vibrato, whose intonation
remains intact when performed
correctly. In contrast, Galeazzi
later implies a light vibrato,
when stressing that the violin
must 'always sing' and 'imitate

Vibrato as an ornament

the human voice' in playing
an Adagio.

violinist Francesco Geminiani:

For the frontispiece of his book,
This vibrato is unnamed, has

Vibrato as an ornament differs

Francesco Galeazzi's 1791 Elementi

THE STRING INSTRUMENTS MAKE AN ADVERSE,

'The left-hand finger should make

the instrument as in figure 1: the
general standard of training was

Mozart chose the illustration

The story of how we came to believe
that vibrato in 18th-century music
should be rationed begins with a
1751 instruction for violin vibrato

('close shake') in the Art of Playing
on the Violinby the famed Italian

EXAMPLi 1 Mozart's

three types of tremolo,
showing its slow,
accelerated and

Of the Close SHAKE... To perform
it, you must press the Finger •

rapid forms. The larger

character represents a ^
and the smaller one a

no limitations and is simply part of

good string technique. In contrast,
tremolo must be rationed. That these

are different entities is confirmed by
his index, in which tremolo is treated

muu

SDer (andfam^.

in chapter eleven. Light vibrato,

TT-

however, is indexed as 'Movement

of the hand when holding out a
long note' {Beivegung der Hand heym
Aushalten einerlangen Note) and
included in chapter five's bowing
techniques for achieving good tone.
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Borrowed from Giuseppe Tartini,
the tremolo is an artificial device,

and is illustrated by Mozart in his
Versuch. Example I (right) gives
Mozart's explanation of tremolo.
Tlio Strad Match 2005
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recitatives often have sections

of powerful emotion where,
if declamation and imitation of

the specificexpressionof each
emotion are essential, the Bebung
is even obligatory.'

Cramer then quotes from Johann

^9 mug; mail:t(n !ttemula aucltrucfeir*-

Adam Hiller's 1780 vocal method:

'[With the Bebung]one does
not hold a long sustained tone
completely steady, but lets it
waver and float, without making
it higher or lower [in pitch].
On string instruments, it is easily

©o-ma^tittonWe-

^cwcdund.

EXAMPLE 2 Mozart's two

diffetent types of tremolo
OS performed: he soys
that the rhythmic stress
inno.1 falls on ttie

notes marked '2';
in no.2. the stress falls
on the notes nnorked "V

Strongly upon the String of the

would be one continued tremolo

Instrument, and move the Wrist in

from beginning to end... The
proper stop [to place the finger]is
a fixed point, from which the least

and out slowly and equally, when
it is long continued, swelling the
Sound by Degrees, drawing the
Bow nearer to the Bridge, and
ending it very strong it may

deviation is erroneous: conse

express Majesty, Dignity, &c.

quently the tremolo, which is
a departure from that point, will
not only confuse the harmony to

But making it shorter, lower and
softer, it may denote Affliction,

but also enfeeble it to those at a

Fear, &c. and when it is made on

short Notes, it only contributes to
make their Sound more agreable
[sic] and for this Reason it should
be made use of as often as possible.

the hearers who are near the band,

distance... Its utility in melody
may likewise be doubted, because
no deficiencyis perceived when it
is omitted by good performers.

difficult; some facilitate it by

moving the lower jaw.'
Because the voice must create

this Bebung artificially,it is called
an ornament. It is thus unrelated

to the natural vibrato that is part
of every singing voice. According
to Cramer: 'In such places where

the voice would apply the Bebung,
the instrumentalist not only should
use it, but also must.'

Light vibrato

is omitted by good performers:

The following writers compare
light vibrato to what the voice does
naturally and advise instrumental
ists to apply it whenever a note is
long enough. For example, Johann
Georg Sulzer's influential 1771
Allgemeine Theorie der schonen
Kiinste{'Bebung' referring not to
the ornamental form, but to light

the 'close shake', adds a word of

the same cannot be said of one

vibrato) observes that the micro-

caution (reprinted Musical Quarterly
69,1983,245f.), which today has
been interpreted as advising

played without light vibrato.
In his 1783Magazinder Musik,

tones of light vibrato 'alternate so
rapidly that the alternation itself is
not clear; this makes the tone gentle
and undulating'. Just as a painted

Bremner argues against a tremolo
Geminiani's vibrato is applied
frequently, but we cannot judge

that is out of tune, one that

resembles the unsteady voice of a
wayward singer. Nothing suggests
that he objects to the light vibrato

its degree. Perhaps imitators
exaggerated it to the point of
becoming offensiveto those with

meant to imitate the human voice.

more refined ears. Thus in 1777

Moreover, he finds the melody

his former pupil Robert Bremner,
explaining that the 'tremolo' equals

'not deficient' when this tremolo

Carl Friedrich Cramer translated

soloists to use ordinary vibrato

Bremner's passage into German,

sparingly and ripienists, not at all:

adding his own reaction which
confirms that this tremolo (Bebung)

contour differs from an austere

must be created artificially, even
by singers;

tone differs from one of uniform

Many gentlemen players on bow
instruments are so exceeding fond
of the tremolo, that they apply it
wherever they possibly can. This
grace has a resemblance to that
wavering found given by two of
the unisons of an organ, a little out
of tune; or to the voice of one who

is paralytic; a song from whom
d6

made by rockingthe fingers back
and forth on the string. For the
singer who wants to produce it
simply with the larynx, it is more

'To me, the author of these remarks

appears to be much too opposed
to the Bebung... To be sure,
a generally tremulous, unsteady
voice is counted as the first among
errors... For the accomplished

ruler line, he adds, the vibrating

pitch and strength. Every longer
note becomes rigid and hard if not
given a gentler quality by vibrato:
'Because of the gentle vibrato it
gives all sustained notes, the
human voice has an obvious

advantage over all other •
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instruments. A fundamental part
of good singing and playing

requires holding out every note

specified for the instrument,
because otherwise they would
not be practised.'

with such vibrato. It is easiest in

singing, because Nature herself
ensures that the vocal instrument

By 'specified', Rousseau means
that they should be practised inten
tionally, not that they are specified

does not remain on any sustained
tone with the same rigid tension.

in a score. His finger vibrato, which

But on instruments, vibrato

imitates a 'certain sweet wavering

THE ABUSE OF 'ORNAMENTAL' VIBRATO WAS THE
BONE OF CONTENTION IN THE 18TH CENTURY

Amueisung die Flote traversierezii
spietefi advises ripienists to use
a not-too-fast vibrato to avoid

of Mozart's Dock

sharpening notes when making
a crescendo - indicating that light

fovooted postWon:

vibrato was both known and

required in the orchestra.
According to these writers,
a continuous light vibrato on long
notes served only to imitate what
the voice does naturally and
therefore was highly desirable.
The abuse of 'ornamental' vibrato

was the bone of contention in the

in Jean Rousseau's 1687 Traite

of the voice', is prescribed for every
note whose length permits; it
continues as long as the note itself.
Early in the 18th century Roger
North (Roger North on Music,
London, 1959, p.l65) refers to violin
vibrato in England as continuous:

de ta viole, which recommends the

'The violin wrist-shake... serves

two forms of finger vibrato as
normal viol technique for imitating
the singing voice:

all alike, upon every note that
gives time for it.'

requires more effort. On the violin,
it is most easily obtained by
rolling the finger rapidly back
and forth on the .string.'

The same principle is advanced

'These are never specified for

While the ornamental form of

vibrato potentially causes intonation
problems, light vibrato ameliorates

the voice because it does them

them. For example, johann Joachim

naturally, but they must be

Quantz's 1752 Vcifinch ciner
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FiOURE 1 (left) the vloSn
Is heia Incorectty In
the ftontispiece

18th century, not light vibrato.
Unable to imagine trained musicians
considering an exaggerated vibrato
as beautiful, we concluded that all

vibrato was suspect and to be used
sparingly (and not at all by ripi
enists). But they had a far lower level
of training, and their values were
not our values. While we would not

wish to imitate their overwhelming
volume, our performances would
benefit from a fuller tone, which

becomes possible once strings are
permitted a vibrato that imitates
the beauty of the singing voice. B

FIOURE 3 (right) Mozart's
tne Instrument remains

firmty In ploce, he soys,

aurmg the strongest
movements of tne

hand when moving
up ond down. This
position mokes frequent
vIDtalo mucn easier
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Many gentlemen players on bow instruments are so exceeding fond of the tremolo,
that they apply it wherever they possibly can. This grace has a resemblance to that

to stem principally from a passage written by Robert Bremner, who in 1777
explained that the term "tremolo" refers to "that quivering sound made by
the trembling of the instrument-hand, the finger at the same time not de
parting from the string."

The modern disaffection with vibrato, whether vocal or instrumental, seems

ARTIFICIALLY PRODUCED VIBRATO

deed different from natural vocal vibrato.

additional early writers who confirm that this ornamental vibrato was in

centuries had values that sometimes differed from ours. Let us consider some

But Bernhard is not describing normal singing, for he calls the tremulo form
of vibrato an "artifice," comparing it to the tremulous voiceof an elderly per
son. It is not the natural vibrato found in every singing voice, but an exag
geration of it. Therefore it had to be restricted to occasionalornamental us
age. Today, no one would consider such a sound acceptable, but earlier

in ardire.^

cept where a trillo or ardire [a form of tremolo] is applied. It is regarded
as a refinement mainly because the tremulo is a defect... Elderly singers
feature the tremulo, but not as an artifice. Rather it creeps in by itself, as
they no longer are able to hold their voices steady. If anyone would de
mand further evidence of the undesirability of the tremulo, let him listen
to such an old man employing it while singing alone. Then he will be able
to judge why the tremulo is not used by the most polished singers, except

Fermo, or the maintenance of a steady voice, is required on all notes, ex

oder Maniera, c,1649):

One of the distinct changes resulting from the cultivation of the heavier voice [in the
nineteenth century] was the increase in vibrato. At first considered an ornament in
the expression of passion, vibrato was not generally considered acceptable as a con
stant part of vocal production before the end of the 19th century. A particularly clear
early injunction against it was given by Christoph Bernhard {Von der Singe-Kunst,

T

whichthe singer's natural vibratoissuppressed to a degree. The ba
sis for this may be summarized by a passage from The NewGrove
Dictionary ofMusicand Musicians.

^ODAY, SPECIALISTS IN EARLY MUSIC sing with alight, flutey tone in

Natural Vibrato in Premodern Music

Distinguishing Between Artificial and

[ Beverly Jerold
wavering sound given by two of the unisons of an organ, a
little out of tune; or to the voice of one who is paralytic; a

song from whom would beone continued tremolo from be
ginningto end.^

What degree of tremolo is Bremner arguing against?
One that sounds out of tune and resemblesthe unsteady

voice ofa paralytic. In 1783, Carl Friedrich Cramer pub
lished a German translation of Bremner s passage, to

gether with his own reaction, which indicates that this
tremolo {Bebmg) is an artificial device.
The author of these remarks appears to me to be certainly
much too opposed to the Bebung. At least, the instance he re
lates about the singer is not suitable. To be sure, a generally
tremulous and unsteady voice is counted as the first among
errors... There is a world of difference between the beginning

singer, who cannot keep to a pitch butalways wavers to andfro
on the edgesof the neighboringones,and the discerningsinger,
who applies the Bebungsparingly in the right places. Arias
and recitativeoften have sections of powerful emotion, where,
if declamation and imitation of each emotions specific ex

pressionis an essential requirementin singing,the Bebung is
even obligatory forthe singer; I boldly maintain thathe hassung
poorlyand missed truth and beauty if he does not use it.^

Now Cramer quotes from Johann Adam Hillers 1780
vocal treatise:

[With the Bebung] one does not hold a long sustained tone
completely steady, but lets it waver and float, without its be

The jaw contortions which around 1780 had been
viewed as acceptable in moderation came to be seen
as offensive—and Mozart may have played a signifi
cant role in changing taste.
Because this ornamental Bebung requires effort,
Johann Friedrich Agricola's 1757 vocal treatise com

pares ittostring vibrato, which likewise must beproduced
artificially by rocking the fingertip backand forth on
one note without makingit higher or lowerin pitch.He
calls the vocal Bebung most effective when done near
the end of a long sustained note, adding, "Notallvoices
are capable of executing it."^ Thisstatement automati
cally excludes anyconnection with the normal vibrato
found in every singing voice.
While evidence for the artificial form ofvocal vibrato

is widespread, it was not necessarily practiced every
where.In the 1750s, for example, GiuseppeTartini tells
us that the ornamental tremolo generally is not associ
ated with the voice: "This kind of ornament is by its very
nature more suitable for instruments than for voices. If
we meet it sometimes in a voice, it is because of the na

tureofthat particular voice." Noting that the sound pro
duced by harpsichord strings, large bells, and the like,
leavesbehind a wave motion in the air, he says that this
effect can be imitated on string instruments by using
wrist movement to make a finger pressed on the string
vibrate. It can be done slowlyor quickly, or can increase

coming thereby higher or lower [in pitchl. On string instru

gradually in speed, and is suited to the long final note
of a phrase.^ For this ornament, the violinist imitates

ments, it is most easily made by rockingthe fingers backand

not the natural vibrato of the human voice, but the wave

forth on the string. For the singer who wants to produce it

motion of a vibrating object.

simply withthe larynx, it is moredifficuh; some facilitate it by
moving the lower jaw. [Thecastrato Giovanni] Carestini did
it often and always with very good results."*

Thus Hiller describes not a natural vibrato, but a syn

thetic one. A reference to this type of jaw movement is

found in Georg Nikolaus von Nissen's biography of
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, written with assistance from
his wife Constanze (the composers widow):

The contrast between normal and artificial vibrato
is made vivid in a letter that Mozart wrote in 1778.

Meissner,as you know, has the bad habit of making his voice
tremble at times, turning a note that should be sustained into
distinct quarter notes or even eighth notes—and this I never
could endure in him. And really it is a detestable habit and
quite contrary to nature. The human voicetremblesnaturally—
but in its own way—and only to such a degree that the effect
is beautiful. Such is the nature of the voice; and people imitate

By the essenceof his style, Mozart is therefore an implacable
foeof the Gurgeleyen [a pejorative term for singers'additions]
and trimmings; in short, all the great profusion of ornaments,
which disfigure the musical phrase and cripple the expression
... To touch the heart, arias such as "Voi che sapete" need
neither trills nor leaps, neither jaw contortions nor even those
chromatic so-called runs up and down.'
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it not only on wind instruments, but also on stringed instru
ments and even the clavichord. But the moment the proper
limit is overstepped, it is no longer beautiful—because it is

contraryto nature. It reminds meofjottingthe organbellows.®

Byturning a long note into distinct divisions, Meissner
was trying to imitate theartificial vocal Bebung described
Journal of Singing
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Example 1. Monteclair, poor and acceptable usage of theflate.

above by Hiller. We, too, would share Mozart's opinion
of this device. But it is unrelated to the natural vibrato of

the singing voice, which Mozart admires and cites as
worthyof beingemulatedby instrumentalists. Thus, this

passage does not support today's view that it arises from
a "conservative position" on normal vocal vibrato.'
In France, artificially producedvibratowascalled balancement or flate. For the latter, Michel Pignolet de
Monteclair (1736) says that thevoice makes several small,
delicate aspirations on a note of long duration without
raising or lowering the pitch; he compares it to the vi
bration made on a taut string shaken with the finger. If
used on all the longer notes, he warns, "it wouldbecome
intolerable, for the singingwould be tremulous."'® His
illustration shows that the flate can be applied accept
ablyon the final note, but should not be used in the five
previous instances.Ashere, some composers indicated
artificial vibrato with a long wavy line (Example 1).
NORMAL VIBRATO AS
HIGHLY DESIRABLE

Nothing in the earlysourcessuggests that singersshould
suppress their normal vibrato unless it is a defective
wobble." In fact, as Mozart had indicated, the human

voice is always the model for the instrumentalist. For
example, Johann Georg Sulzer'swidely read encyclope
dia of the fine arts (1771) considers a light vibrato es
sential for instrumentalists—"Each somewhat longer
note becomes rigid and hard if not givena gentler nature
by vibrato"—and recommends that instruments imitate
the voice.

Because of the gentle vibrato it givesall sustained notes, the hu
man voicehas an obviousadvantage over all other instruments.
A fundamental part of good singing and playingrequires hold
ing out every note writh such vibrato. It is easiest in singing, be
cause Nature herself has constructed the vocal instrument so

that it does not remain on any sustained tone with the same
rigid tension.'^
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But on instruments, he adds, vibrato requires more ef
fort, such as the finger vibrato that violinists practice.
Briefremarks scattered throughout early writings, too,
indicate the valueplaced on a beautiful natural vocalvi
brato. In 1619, Michael Praetorius writes about"... those

who are endowedby God and nature with an especially
lovely quivering, wavering or trembling voice." Somewhat
later, M. Daniel Friderici (1649) asserts, "From the be

ginning, the boys should form the voice in a naturally
beautiful manner and, where possible, with a delicate
trembling,wavering or quiveringin the throat."'^
In considering the question of why the singing voice
carriesa vibrato whilethe speakingvoicedoes not, Denis
Dodart, medical adviser to King Louis XIV, observes
the difference between the natural vibrato of the fine

singingvoice, of which the listener is unaware,and the
offensive one of the poor singer.
The trembling caused by an involuntary weakness in the
tremulous-by-nature singing voice is the very same thing as the
intentional and supported waver in the singing of those with a
lovelyvoice. In tremulous singing it is a cumbersome and fre
quent downfall,but in lovelysinging it is likea type of flight—
comfortable, restrained, and supported.

Neither Dodart nor anyone else would have wanted to
suppress the latter form of beneficialvibrato.Describing
the action of the larynx in producing this effect,Dodart
adds, "Something similar is seen in the organ tremu
lant, which changes nothing in the pitch of each note,
and can only have been invented to imitate the singing

voice—which, however, it doesonlyveryimperfectly."'^
The organ tremulant is an imperfect imitation because
it contains no microtonal nuances. All singing voices
vibrate, but the listener is aware of it only with displeas
ing voices. From this it follows that the vocal tone so
many early writers advise instrumentalists to imitate is
the unnoticeable vibrato of the fine singer.
Commenting on Dodart's views in 1768, Jean-Jacques
Rousseau finds the voice's natural vibrato to be highly
163
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desirable as longas it does not exceed the boundary be
yondwhich it becomes a wobble. Theviolin and other
instruments, says Rousseau, imitate the voice's undu
lation not by any waveringsimilar to the larynx'ssup
posed movement, but by vibrating the finger on the
string, which, in beingalternately shortened and length
ened nearly imperceptibly, produces two tones alter
nating as the finger draws back or advances. Thus, he con
cludes, the undulation of which M. Dodart speaks does
not consist of a very light wavering of the same tone,
but the more or lessfrequent alternationof two tones that
are very closetogether. When the tones are too far apart
and the alternating blows are too coarse, the undula
tion then becomes tremulous ["chevrottement"—like

abillygoat].'^
A POWERFUL TONE

The ideathat eighteenth centurysinging waspure, light,
and nearly vibrato free is a myth that seems to derive
from our belief that natural vibrato was an ornament.

On the contrary, singershad to have powerfulvoicesto
compete with orchestral tone that wasloud and coarse.
Our period instruments substitute an improvedmech
anism for the defective one in the originals.'^ The vocal
and instrumentalvolumeemployed maybe gauged from
Florido Tomeoni's 1799 vocal method.

out of tune, and not seldom is an eventual cause of bleeding
and lung disease.'^
Like other writers, he indicates that most vocal teach

ers knew little about the voice. Not only do they con
sider blood spitting an insignificant trifle, says Weber,
but they even believe it beneficialfor formingthe voice.
Somethink that they are communicatinggratifyingnews
when telling him that a pupil has coughed up blood:
"Nowthe pupil willlearn to sing correctly, his lungswill
expand, the blood circulation in the bloodvessels of the
vocal organ willbecome freer, and the voice will also
execute difficult passages withless exertion."^" AsWeber
warns, this abuse often led to the inability to sing at all.
It must be added that the Italians seem to have had the

most success in training the voice, which is why their
singers were in demandallover Europe duringthe eigh
teenth century (except the ParisOp6ra,where foreign
ers were not permitted to perform).
Singers in the theater often had to put up with a dis
tracting amount of noise emanatingfrom an audience
inclined to pay little attention to what was happening
on stage. According to the composer and violinist
Francesco Maria Veracini (c. 1760), members of the or

chestra added still more din by tuning during singing.
With a careerspent in locationssuch as Florence, Venice,
London, Diisseldorf, and Dresden, he knew the state of

music throughout Europe, and hoped to improve con
The extraordinary physical effort the French method requires
uses up their voice even before they can appear in the theater.
Then the continual orchestral noise makes them sing so strongly
and loudly that often the vocal instrument is altered percepti
bly in a few years, and they are vulnerable to serious accidents,
such as blood vesselsbursting in the chest. This is one of the

reasonswhygood singers are so rare in this country.'®

Trained in Naples, Tomeoni in 1783 settled in Paris,
where he spent the remainder of his life teaching singing
and accompaniment. While the Italians sang with less

forcing than did the French, they still needed a hefty
tone to fill immense theaters such as the San Carlo in

Naples (seating capacity 2400, mostly in loges).
Spittingblood from strenuous singing wasa serious
problem also in Germany, according to Dr. Friedrich
August Weber (1800).
Singing practice that lasts too long and is done with all-toomuch exertion produces a screeching voice, leads to singing
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ditions when he advised music directors:

Tuning the orchestra should be done quickly, softly and cor
rectly before beginning the opera overture. We should aban
don our predecessors' perfidious custom of beginning untuned
and then making a continuous buzzing whilea recitativeis be
ing sung. This confounded zun zun zun zun of loud string tun
ing throughout up until the last chorus (without ever being in
tune) disturbs the singersand tortures the listeners terribly.^'
To make themselves heard under conditions that are

unimaginable to the modern mind, singers needed
large voices.
When the emphasis is on training large, powerful
voices, there can be no suppression of natural vibrato.
Today's performances of early music are so delicatebe
cause it is impossible to repress normal vibrato when
singing loudly. Further documentation about the power
used by early singers can be found in this author's other
writings.^^ Because these articles also show the level of
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vocal technique to have been greatly below ours, few
singers could have mastered the control needed to sup
press vibrato.
ARTIFICIAL VIBRATO IN THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY

to havestarted from the wrong premise.Postulatingthat
earlysingers had very light, nearly vibrato free voices
(because to our ears it sounds so right for this music),
we then equatedtoday's natural vocalvibratowithwhat
now has been shown to be artificiallyproduced vibrato.

tury is indicatedby Frederic Chopin's assessment of the

In a sense, singing almostcontinually witha "straight"
toneisjustasartificial astheexaggerated vibrato theyap
pliedasan ornament. Today, large voices withnormalvi
bratohave everyreasonto performthis repertoire with

famed tenor Giovanni Battista Rubini:"... he embroiders

perfect confidence.

That performers continued to use the exaggerated,
artificial form of vibrato well into the nineteenth cen

too longand makes his voice vibrate intentionally."^^
Since largevoiceslike Rubini's cannot escapehaving a
significant vibrato, what Chopin observedhad to have
been an artificial intensification. Moreover, he calls it
intentional. The difference between intentional and nat

uralvibrato isverified bya definition in Gustavo Carulli's
vocal method (c. 1838, dedicated to the acclaimed tenor

Gilbert-Louis Duprez): "Vibrato: making the voice vi
brate on a sustained note."^'' Because allsingingvoices vi
brate naturally, it is not necessary to "make" them vi
brate.Composers suchas Gaetano Donizetti, Fromental
Halevy, and Giacomo Meyerbeer specified this artificial
vibrato at certain points in their scores.
In Manuel Garcia's 1847 vocal method, it is clear that

the tremolo is an artificial trembling. Calling it appro
priate only in the most extreme situations of emotion,
he adds that it must be carefully regulated: "As soon as
one exaggerates the expression or duration, it becomes
tiresome and disagreeable." He further cautions that its
overuse will cause the voice to become tremulous.
The artist who has contracted this intolerable defect becomes

incapable of singing any type of sustained line. In this way,
beautifulvoices havebeen lost to the art... Somesingerswrongly
believethat trembling makesthe voicemore resonant,and seek
... to augment the strength of their instrument by undulating
the tone. The voice is able to vibrate (correctly] only by the lus
ter of the timbre and the force of the air emission, not by the
effect of trembling.""

Garciais probablyright when sayingthat singersused ar
tificialvibrato to enhance their voice's power. While we
value high refinement, their audiences loved effects of
overwhelming volume. To their ears, artificial vibrato
intensified the volume.

Bynot placingourselves in an historicalsettingcom
pletely differentfrom our technological society, weseem
November/December 2006
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